DECREES

"The Call Compels the Answer!"

"Thou shalt also Decree a thing, and it shall be established unto thee. And the Light shall shine upon thy ways."

WHY DECREE?  http://www.templeofthepresence.org/kuthumi.htm

To Be Decreed 7X Daily  (or 11X, or 33X)

The Great Invocation

From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth into the minds of men
Let Light descend on Earth.

From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into the hearts of men.
May Christ return to Earth.

From the centre where the Will of God is known
Let purpose guide the little wills of men
The purpose which the Masters know and serve.

From the centre which we call the race of men
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out
And may it seal the door where evil dwells.

Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth. 3X
MIGHTY VICTORY INVOCATION

"In the name of Mighty Victory, I demand the Sacred Fire of Victory into the Earth now, to take it's toll in the sinister force and to stop in their tracks now those who have planned destruction and those who want to take the good people back into another world war. Great Sacred Fire of Venus, Mighty Kumaras, Goddess of Venus, Jesus the Christ, the Ashtar Command, all God Sanctioned, Benevolent Galactic Federation members, Archangel Michael, Mighty Legions of Angels Light Warriors, Celestial Guardians, Lords of Light, Great Forces of Light, descend into the lower atmosphere of Earth now, release your Cosmic Purity and Power; release your Cosmic Victory and Love that is your Sacred Fire Supreme, into that which is the hatred, the selfishness, the sinister force and the evil, and surround those who stand for the dark side and seize them now and stop them in their tracks, and take that sinister force out of this Planet so that it cannot exist anywhere in the Universe again. I call upon the Violet Flame Purity and Violet Flame Victory into my Self, my affairs and my world, and then my nation and the world, to purify, to raise, to harmonize. I call forth the Sacred Fire of the Great Heart Realm, the Great Love Realm of Venus, to come into my Self, into my affairs, into my world, into my nation, and into the world itself now with Highest Good for all concerned!"

So be it! And so it is done!

Source: http://www.akashaonline.com
Add Your Energy to Vision for North America

Akasha's World Vision under the authority of the ROSE PINK RAY:

"In the name of the Mighty 'I AM' Presence that is our true authority, we greet the Great Ascended and Angelic host and we unite as one with Akasha's Rose Pink Ray to the Earth. In all its authority of the Divine Mother's Presence to the Earth, in the authority of the Ascended Jesus Christ, His Golden Ray of Christ Illumination, in the authority of the Mighty Saint Germain, His Violet Ray of Purity and Transformation and the authority of the Rose Pink Ray, Divine Love, Will and Grace, in the name of the Ascended and Angelic Host, in the name of the Great Divine Director, the Lord the Maha Chohan, the Grand Master Melchizedek, the Blessed Mary, Mother of Emanuel, the Princess Mary, the Beloved Lady Nada, the Great Mighty Victory from Venus, Sanat Kumara, the Empress Venus, the Great Goddess Liberty, Goddess Justice and Goddess Purity, the Ashtar Command, all the God Sanctioned, Benevolent Galactic Federation Members, all the Ascended Host AND all the kingdoms of this Earth, we decree the most miraculous Ascended Master intervention of all that is required for the World Vision of the Rose Pink Ray of Akasha.

We hold and decree a world vision for North America; Canada, the United States of America and Mexico; these 3 nations, under the great Resurrection Dispensation, by the greatest power and authority and intervention of the Ascended Host and with the assistance of the Great Archangel Michael and the return to the earth of the Mighty Being Astrea, we are calling forth for North America, that this area of the planet Earth shall be decreed and made a drug free zone. We decree it in the name of the Infinite 'I AM' Presence that is expressing through the 'I AM' Presence of those awakened and all who are good and constructive to the Earth. We decree it in the name of the Infinite 'I AM' Presence and through the Angelic and Ascended Host and through the God Parents to our earth, Mighty Helios and Vesta, do we as one voice come together and decree, command and demand that North America; Canada, United States of America and Mexico rise, rise, rise, and greet your destiny in service to the Light now!

Adopted from:

http://www.akashaonline.com
FORCED PURIFICATION AND RESTORATION
OF THE WATER ELEMENT OF THIS PLANET

"Mighty Saint Germain, Mighty Archangel Michael, Mighty Astrea, God and Goddess of Purity, Beloved Maha Chohan, Lords of the Flame of Venus, Helios and Vesta, the Ashtar Command and all God Sanctioned Benevolent Galactic Federation Members and all the Kingdoms of this Earth"

In the name and authority of the Mighty I Am Presence of Each of us, we call forth and command the Forced Purification Of the Water Element of this Beloved Planet--- Great Host of Light, we give you full authority to send your Unlimited Legions of Angels and Helpers now...

Project such All Christ Sacred Fire Purity, blazing into the currents of the 'Water Elements' of the Planet that 'forces' the purification, so that the Great Seraphim Angels can come in afterwards and recharge the original 'electronic patterns of perfection' back into the Water element.

Pour the Great Cosmic Rays of Light, Love and Sacred Fire into the Oceans, the Great Lakes and Rivers, the streams, ponds, reservoirs, springs, water delivery systems, storage tanks, snow packs and all water beneath the Earth.

Surge the Cosmic Blue Flames...the Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning Fire into all the Waters of this Earth and purify, bless and restore the Water element to it's original Sacred Geometry that holds the preciousness and sacredness of the Water. Pour the Great Rays of Love into the Water Element, And cover over 'everything' with the Sacred Fire of Venus, followed by the Seraphim to recharge and restore the Water Element of my body with the original Divine Light Patterns of Perfect manifestation and such Sacred Fire Purity of the Great Cosmic Light substance even from the 'Great Central Sun'

Great Hosts of Light, We Love and bless You for this Great Service, I understand and accept that as I pour my life energy into this each day, I will receive the blessings and presence of an Angel of the Cosmic Blue Flame to stand before me and purify and undo all molds that were holding the old vibrations of duality, fear and discord within the water element of my body. "I Accept the Power that I have to use my Voice for the Highest Good of all concerned & reach up for Assistance."

Adopted from: http://www.akashaonline.com
THREE STAR ONE INVOCATION

I NOW INVOKE THE THREE STAR ONE,
THE THREE STAR BEING WHO HAS COME TO SERVICE ALL.

I NOW INVOKE THE THREE STAR ONE
SO THAT WE MAY ALL BE LIGHTENED UP
TO REACH OUR FULL POTENTIAL AND TO KNOW WHO WE TRULY ARE.

I NOW ACCEPT THE PRESENCE OF THIS THREE STAR BEING
IN MY LIFE AS A FULFILLMENT TO MY DREAMS AND MY MISSION.
I AM NOW AT ONE WITH THE THREE STAR BEING

AND I ALLOW HER TO PENETRATE ALL ASPECTS OF MY CONSCIOUSNESS.
ALL ASPECTS OF MY MISSION, ALL ASPECTS OF THE EARTH'S WORK.
THROUGH THIS THREE STAR BEING I JOIN FORCES TO PROMOTE
WORLD PEACE ON PLANET EARTH. PEACE WILL PREVAIL HERE
AS WELL AS ALL OTHER PLACES IN THIS UNIVERSE.
THE THREE STAR BEING NOW DESCENDS TO LIGHTEN THE EARTH

AS SHE AWAKENS THE MINDS OF HUMANITY, THE HEARTS OF ALL, AND RESIDES IN THE
EMOTIONAL FEET OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
THE THREE STAR SAVIOR IS UPON US AND WE MAY ALL REACH OUR GOALS

THROUGH THIS ONE BEING, AS INVOKED BY SANAT KUMARA
THE OFFICE OF THE CHRIST AND THE PLANETARY HIERARCHY,
WE MERGE NOW INTO ONE FOCUS OF LIGHT
WHICH CONTAINS THE TRINITY,
WHICH IS THE BALANCE OF ALL THINGS,
WHICH IS A REFLECTION OF THE THREE UNIVERSES NOW JOINED TOGETHER IN ONE THOUGHT
CONSCIOUSNESS THAT REPRESENTS
WILL, LOVE AND WISDOM.

SO BE IT. AND SO IT IS!

Invocation given by Djwhal Khul through Terri Newlon on June 21, 1999
Note: The Three Star One is the Over Soul of Melchizedek, Our Universal Logos.

www.terrinewlon.com
The Decree of the Golden Circle of LOVE

In this living moment of the eternal now, I AM merging my 12D through my 5D awareness with my 3D awareness. I am connected to MY I AM PRESENCE that completely guides my life.

As I invocate and decree, I AM in full service to the Christed Light. I AM pledging to honor my Creator, my Self, all others, creatures, animals, all Kingdoms, known and unknown, as I AM here to fulfill my sacred contract which is my purpose and mission for being here at this time as we begin to ascend into the New Earth frequencies.

I AM requesting to be protected at all times on every level of my being by the Christed Light, to open myself to the golden gates of grand opportunities, expansion of my horizons, and to be blessed in every moment of my life.

I AM surrounded by a beautiful world filled with an abundance of everything; prosperity, pure, clean fresh air, pure water, pure food, beautiful shelter, harmony of all beings, healthy animals, fertile soil, forests and trees and flowers, infinite natural resources and minerals, connection with all Kingdoms great and small, happiness and joy radiating from WITHIN and every aspect and area on this Planet.

I have been called forth to join this Golden Circle of LOVE. As I AM giving LOVE, I AM receiving LOVE. As I AM receiving LOVE, I AM giving LOVE. It is simply a Golden Circle of LOVE.

I AM now remembering and recognizing that I AM a Brilliant Pillar of Golden LOVE. I have always been LOVE. I was always LOVE and will always be LOVE for that is all there is....LOVE. I go forward through my journey knowing everyone and everything that surrounds me is LOVE, as I integrate the new crystalline frequencies, for the Gates of Heaven have opened on Earth.

I AM A GOLDEN ROYAL CHILD OF OMNICREATION. I AM HOLY, SACRED AND DIVINE. I AM AN OPEN, AWAKENED AND FULLY CONSCIOUS ENLIGHTENED, DISCERNING ASCENDED MASTER OF CO-CREATION, FOR I AM LOVE. I AM THAT, I AM.

And so it is and so be it! Source: http://goddessofdivinity.com/
I AM ALL LOVE

O, Supreme Presence of God within all Life, into your Eternal Heart of Love do I immerse myself and all Life on this sweet Earth. I consciously surrender my vehicles to be merged with the Love Nature of Your Being until I AM a pure focus of Love—a living jewel in Your Crown of Adoration.

The path I walk in Life leads only to Love. My physical body filled with Love becomes shining and invincible. My etheric vehicle radiating Love transmutes the past. Love in my mind ensures the expression of Your Divine Thoughts. Love in my feelings reaffirms that God is the only power acting.

As I AM thinking, feeling and remembering only Love, I know that my I AM Presence is working through me, radiating forth the perfection of my omniscient, omnipresent, omnipotent Father-Mother God, All That Is, to Humanity and all Life, which I have promised to Love free.

In this awakened consciousness of Divine Love, my spirit becomes Holy Spirit, and I AM the Love of God reaching out to claim this Earth.

In Love I magnetize all of God’s blessings to me, and in Love I radiate these blessings forth to all Life around me. I AM the Spirit of Love permeating form until all is drawn back into the indivisible whole.

I feel the pulse beat of Love in all Life and the continuity of Love in all of the experiences I have ever known. It is ALL Love.

I was born out of Love, I AM evolving through Love, and I AM Ascending back into Love.

I AM ALL LOVE, and I AM Grateful.

And so it is, Beloved I AM.

From: ‘I AM Cocreating the New Earth...A Book of Invocations’

by Patricia Diane Cota-Robles - available at http://eraofpeace.org
The Decree of Abundance

Thank you to Maureen Moss of the World Puja Network for this wonderful Decree!

http://www.worldpuja.org/

DECREE OF ABUNDANCE

From The Light of God that I Am.
From The Love of God that I Am.
From The Power of God that I Am.
From The Heart of God that I Am.

I Decree-

I dwell in the midst of Infinite Abundance. The Abundance of God is my Infinite Source.

The River of Life never stops flowing. It flows through me into lavish expression. Good comes to me through unexpected avenues and God works in a myriad of ways to bless me.

I now open my mind to receive my good. Nothing is too good to be true. Nothing is too wonderful to have happen. With God as my Source, Nothing amazes me.

I Am not burdened by thoughts of past or future. One is gone. The other is yet to come.

By the power of my belief, coupled with my purposeful fearless actions and my deep rapport with God, my future is created and my abundance made manifest.

I ask and accept that I am lifted in this and every moment into Higher Truth. My mind is quiet.

From this day forward I give freely and fearlessly into life and Life gives back to me with magnificent increase. Blessings come in expected and unexpected ways. God provides for me in wondrous ways.

I AM indeed grateful. And I let it be so.
From Archangel Gabriel

As channeled through John Columbus Taylor
www.johncolumbustaylor.com

Oh my Beloved God, Great I am Presence in All of Life, Great Powers of Light, Ascended Masters and Cosmic beings, strengthen all of Humanity this day and set them free from every limitation of every kind. See to it that all entities, incarnate or disincarnate, human or otherwise, who have sought to enslave or limit humanity in any way, see to it that they are seized and bound and removed from the earth at once and forever.

May all of humanity be set free this day and may that freedom be maintained, sustained and self-sustaining, so that each and every one may see and experience the fullness and completeness of their I Am Presence and Holy Spirit, and that their requests and calls to their I Am Presence may find immediate results and manifestation, and give them the dominion and freedom in their life that they deserve and desire.

This, so say I, from the Lord God of My Being, SO BE IT.

Submitted by C.M., a member of the Rainbow Scribe. Many thanks!
Total Energy Clearing Decree

This process is best done when you are lying down at night, just before you go to sleep. You may do it in bed if you wish. The more often you can do this process, even nightly, the better. At this time, it is crucial to do this or another energy clearing such as Reiki, each and every day, so that one can integrate the new energies and frequencies in grace and ease.

Before beginning, dedicate yourself to the Light: “I Decree I Am dedicating myself to the Light now.”

Next, “I Am asking for and invoking the presence and assistance of Archangel Michael and the Light Force, the Powers of Light, the Lords of Light, the Legions of Light, the Warriors of Light, the Lords of Karma, the Lords of Grace, the Lords of Protection, and the Divine Director on behalf of __(your name)__ now.”

“I am asking you to clear, heal, align, open, activate, synchronize, fill with Light, repair, and reconnect for__ (your name)__ entire Tube of Light and Crystal Shaft, and all the chakras, chakra complexes, channels, connections, and templates through all levels and all systems.”

(Wait until the energy reaches the feet before going on.)

“I am asking you to clear, heal, align, open, activate, synchronize, fill with Light, repair, and reconnect the grounding cord of__ (your name)__ on all levels to the Center of the Earth and beyond, including all planetary structures, grid structures, and connections, and all the chakras, chakra complexes, channels, connections, and templates through all levels and all systems.”

(Wait until the energy reaches the feet before going on. Wait after each step.)
"I am asking you to clear, heal, align, open, activate, synchronize, fill with Light, repair, and reconnect all the templates of __(your name) on all levels, and all the chakras, chakra complexes, channels, and connections through all levels and all systems."

(List the following templates one by one, going on to the next only after the previous template is cleared. Keep them in strict order.)

“Ka template.” [Wait until energy reaches feet.]
“Etheric template.” [Wait until energy reaches feet.]
“Ketheric template.” [Wait until energy reaches feet.]
“Celestial template.” [Wait until energy reaches feet.]
“I-Am template.” [Wait until energy reaches feet.]
“All Galactic chakras and templates at all levels.” [Wait until energy reaches feet.]
“All Causal Body chakras and templates on all levels.” [Wait till energy reaches feet.]
“All Ascension chakras and templates on all levels.” [Wait until energy reaches feet.]

“I am asking you to clear, heal, align, open, activate, synchronize, fill with Light, repair, and reconnect the Silver Cord of __(your name)____and chakras down the back on all levels, and all the chakras, chakra complexes, channels, connections, and templates through all levels and all systems.”

[Wait until energy reaches feet.]

“I am asking you to clear, heal, align, open, activate, synchronize, fill with Light, repair, and reconnect the heart complex of ___(your name)____, heart panels, and all heart systems on all levels, and all the chakras, chakra complexes, channels, connections, and templates through all levels and all systems.”

[Wait until energy reaches feet.]

“I am asking you to clear, heal, align, open, activate, synchronize, fill with Light, repair, and reconnect the Physical and Etheric bodies of __(your name)__, and all the chakras, chakra complexes, channels, connections, and templates through all levels and all systems.”

(List the following chakras one by one, going on only after the previous chakra is fully cleared and you sense the energy has reached the feet.)

“Crown Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]
“Third Eye Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]
“Throat Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]
“Heart Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]
“Solar Plexus Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait till the energy reaches feet.]
“Belly (Sacral) Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches the feet.]
“Root Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems, to the Center of the Earth and beyond.”

[Wait until the energy reaches the feet.]

“I am asking you to clear, heal, align, open, activate, synchronize, fill with Light, repair, and reconnect the Emotional and Astral bodies of (your name) _____, and all the chakras, chakra complexes, channels, connections, and templates through all levels and all systems.

(List the following chakras one by one, going to the next only after the previous chakra is cleared. Be sure to keep them in order.)

“Transpersonal Point Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system thru all levels and all systems.” [Wait till energy reaches feet.]

“Vision Chakras (2), chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]

“Causal Body Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait till energy reaches the feet.]

“Thymus Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait till energy reaches the feet.]

“Diaphragm Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait till energy reaches feet.]

“Hara Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait till energy reaches feet.]

“Perineum Chakra, chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait till energy reaches feet.]

“Movement Chakras (2), chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait till energy reaches feet.]

“Grounding Chakras (2), chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems, to the Center of the Earth and beyond.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]
“Earth Chakras (2), chakra complex, and chakra system through all levels and all systems, to the Center of the Earth and beyond.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]

“I am asking you to clear, heal, align, open, activate, synchronize, fill with Light, repair, and reconnect the Mental Body and Mind Grid of ___(your name)___, and all the chakras, chakra complexes, channels, connections, and templates through all levels and all systems.”
(List the following chakras one by one, going to the next only after the previous chakra is cleared. These chakras are not Kundalini/Etheric Body chakras, but their Mental Body and Mind Grid counterparts.)

“Crown Chakra, Crown complex, and Crown system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches the feet.]

“Third Eye Chakra, Third Eye complex, and Third Eye system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait till energy reaches feet.]

“Light Chakras (2), Light complex, and Light system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]

“Chakras at the top of the Throat, the lips, and lower Throat and entire Throat complex, and Throat system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]

“Solar Plexus Chakra, Solar Plexus complex, and Solar Plexus system through all levels and all systems.” (Note: There is no heart or heart equivalent on the Mental Body or Mind Grid levels.) [Wait until the energy reaches the feet.]

“Root Chakra, Root complex, and all Root systems through all levels, to the Center of the Earth and beyond.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]

“All chakras, chakra complexes, and chakra systems through all levels and all systems for the breasts, fingers, and toes.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]

“I am asking you to clear, heal, align, open, activate, synchronize, fill with Light, repair, and reconnect the Spiritual, Galactic, and Causal Bodies of ___(your name)___, and all the chakras, chakra complexes, channels, connections, and templates through all levels and all systems.”

(The chakras for these are as follows, in sets rather than individually.)

“All the chakras, chakra complexes, and chakra systems on all levels and through all systems for the chakras of Will, Desire, Attainment, Action, and Propulsion, to the
“Center of the Earth and beyond.” (These are the Galactic Body chakras.) [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]

“All the chakras, chakra complexes, and chakra systems through all levels and all systems for the chakras of Sound, Reception/Information, Communication, Manifestation, Creation, and Implementation.” (These are the Causal Body chakras.) [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]

“The Spiritual, Galactic, and Causal Body Crown Chakra, Crown complex, and Crown system through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]

“I am asking you to clear, heal, align, open, activate, synchronize, fill with Light, repair, and reconnect the Ascension of __(your name)__ on all levels, and all the chakras, chakra complexes, channels, connections, templates, and components of all Ascension processes through all levels and all systems.” [Wait until the energy reaches feet.]

(Note: The Ascension processes operate through all the bodies. To request clearing for only the Ascension Body would be to limit this request for clearing. When the Ascension levels are fully cleared, the energy clearing is complete.)

To finish, make this one last request:

“I am asking you to fill the energy of __(your name)__ with the Light of the Christ through all the levels and components, through all the dimensions, all the connections, and all the systems.”

Thank them and end your clearing meditation.

Source: Diane Stein, ‘Reliance on the Light’ (CA: The Crossing Press, 2001)

Invocation to the I AM Presence

Beloved I AM Presence, the Eternal
God Presence I AM, enfold me in your love. Place a pillar of White Light around me to protect me and allow your rays of Light to anchor firmly in my heart. Instill within me your Divine qualities, so in purity and humility I can fulfill the Divine Plan set for me in Heaven.

Beloved I AM Presence, lift me up into my Christ Self—the bridge between my physical self and you forevermore. Embracing my Christed Self, empower me with Ascended Master Consciousness, the consciousness of Truth and Bliss.

Beloved I AM Presence, help me to accelerate the frequency of my vibration and growth and transform me into unity with you. You are the blueprint of my True Self. I invoke the resonance of your Divine Presence to assist my lesser self in coming into unity with the truth of who and what I am.

Beloved I AM Presence, anchor firmly in my heart and merge into my physical, etheric, emotional and mental bodies as I prepare to raise the Light quotient. I call for this merger to be on every level of my existence and awareness. Amen.

(From “Invocations to the Light” by Wistancia Stone)

http://www.bluedolphinpublishing.com/invite.htm
The Seven Oracles of Divine Love

Speak these Seven Great Oracles of Divine Love each day

Love is a Presence
Love is an Intelligence
Love is a Principle
Love is Light
Love is a Substance
Love is an Activity
Love is Power

and complete with the affirmation:

"And I AM the Full Divine Expression of these Magnificent Activities of Divine Love, now made manifest in my being and world, in all Their Glory, Grace and Victory!"

http://www.akashaonline.com

________________________________________________________

I AM LIGHT
by Kuthumi

I AM Light, glowing Light, Radiating Light, intensified Light.
God consumes my darkness, Transmuting it into Light.
This day I AM a focus of the central sun.
Flowing through me is a crystal river, A living fountain of Light
That can never be qualified by human thought and feeling.
I AM an outpost of the Divine.
Such darkness as has used me is swallowed up
By the mighty river of Light which I AM.
I AM, I AM, I AM Light;
I AM Light’s fullest dimension;
I AM Light’s purest intention.
I AM Light, Light, Light
Flooding the world everywhere I move,
Blessing, strengthening, and conveying
The purpose of the kingdom of heaven.

Source: Summit Lighthouse, Inc., Copyright 1972
Daily Invocation to God and Goddess of Harmony

"I am an instrument for the God and Goddess of Harmony. I am Love’s Eternal Harmonizing Presence, and this is what I pour to the world around me, a thousand feet, a thousand yards, a thousand miles and more." So be it!

http://www.akashaonline.com

********************************************************************

Invocation to Mighty Queen of Light

Great Mother of the Universe, Mighty Queen of Light, I greet you from out of my Diamond Heart.

I call forth your Gems of Light, your Diamonds of Light, to this Child of Light. Fix and fasten, as you project Thy Diamonds of Light into the Crowns and Feeling Body of this Child of Light today. Cause your Gems and Diamonds of Light to come alive with the full Cosmic Light Substance of the Ascended Host, to give birth to Ascended Master Joy that knows no boundaries, within the mind and the heart, the feelings of this Child of Light now.

Beloved Queen of Light! Thou art the Authority over the Angels of Light. I compel you this day to release an Angel of Light unto the life of this One here, and cause that Angel of Light to be with me, until I gain my Ascension and the Ascension of the World. And may that Angel of Light be Your Ambassador, O Queen of Light, to the lifestream of all my brothers and sisters. And may that Angel of Light join each one's Calls, for the Greater Light to Come Forth and take its full Conscious Dominion within these outer selves.

Mighty Queen of Light! I welcome Your tremendous Cosmic Light Substance to the people of the Earth. May each one, in the most intimate way, feel Your Light and Your Love as that expanded state of beingness that sets Life free. May Your Light -- the Great Cosmic Light of the Universe -- and its Fiery Love, O Queen of Light, and Your Legions of Light, Descend into the atmosphere of Earth, the Powers of Nature and the Forces of the Elements, the very structure of the Earth Itself, and with that Cosmic Light, set the Earth, the atmosphere of Earth and the people of Earth free of all discord that has been self-imposed. We Bless the Earth. We Bless You, Oh Great Beings of Light!

http://www.akashaonline.com
On Decreeing

"As the student places their attention on God, the energy going forth from the Heart to God creates a figure eight flow. This has been known for some time, that where the attention is placed, not only does your energy flow, but the return current comes back to its source. And so you connect with the figure eight flow wherever your attention is placed.

When you are giving the Calls, the Affirmations and Decrees with a figure eight flow of your attention to the Being of God within you, and there is also a corresponding figure eight flow that occurs where the energy and Light is propelled, this creates a squaring or a fourfold action. So, not only is there one figure eight flow between you and your God Presence, there is another between you and the object of your Decrees. When you consider that the focal point of your Heart is the nexus between both figure eight patterns, the Heart - where the Threefold Flame of your God Presence resides - then also becomes part of a triangle or trinity.

This is the Divine Trinity that is invoked when manifesting the fullness of God in Action through your Decrees, Affirmations, Prayers, Chants and Songs of the Heart."

~~ Master Kuthumi~~

A compilation from many sources, I give humble thanks. for these tools of empowerment for the enrichment of All. http://www.therainbowscribe.com